
Yes! It’s finally here—a composite test specially designed for speech-sensitive digital aids.
Like its popular counterpart on the FONIX 6500-CX, the new digital speech program for
the FP40 uses revolutionary new technology to test digital aids accurately and effectively.

High end digital aids, such as
the Widex Senso and the
Siemens Prisma, interpret any
continuous sound as noise and
use filtering software to lower
the gain of the “offending”
frequencies. You can see these
filters in action when using the
normal composite signal on the
FP40—the response curve
rapidly drops just a few seconds
after the continuous signal has
been applied. That’s where Frye
technology comes in!

The digital speech program on
the FP40 presents a randomly
interrupted signal to the aid
that it interprets as speech.
Thus, the digital speech com-
posite signal is able to go to
work and accurately display
the performance of the aid at
79 different frequencies simul-
taneously. We know of no other
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test on the market that is as
quick or as accurate as the
FONIX digital speech program.

It’s flexible! Two different
signals are available. The first
uses the ICRA spectrum that
Widex used in developing its
popular Senso hearing aid.
This spectrum is based on the
long term speech average in
which high frequencies drop
off quickly. The second signal
available uses the ANSI ’92
speech spectrum which has a
more gradual slope, giving
better high frequency signal to
noise ratios.

This great new program is
available free with the pur-
chase of the Composite Op-
tion! Any and all existing FP40
can be upgraded to include
this cutting edge technology!
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It’s what you’ve been waiting for…


